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peer Maggie, 

Thanks for th return of the document". If you have failed to make a Xerox of it let me know and 	make one and send it as soon es I return from new Qrleans, where I go rlhursday. I do not expect to be there more than a few days but will not know until I get there. 

There is no mans of desrcibing it other than the one I gave you. It is a staff memorandum. At the time I got it the Archives had not established any filing system for these. The letters 1 -6 at the top evens to refer to a file. Similar documents referring to ,k)orman a end other pictures bore the letters MP. 
There a?pears to hive been a color system in the filing of copies. This is not a copy of the original but of one of the copies, as I recall it, bur; I could be wrong. It is sharp enough not to be made from a carbon. 
ro it not sufficient identification to :exow that it is a staff memoran-dum from the Commission's files of its own working papers? 
I have n-A yet read the rtldo enclosures. I had written him end asked for epperently ths. Thanks. 

Although sent iv air and what is rare with my mail, not misdirected at least one time, your letter of the lath took the eight days I indicate. It just came. I'm glad you sent it by airs However, I am re7:lying to your home beceuse in speaking to Sylvia, who celled me last night, she mede no refesence to your presence in New York. 

I hue a feeling thet Schiller end Lewis will bomb on their book as they did with their record. lio one has bothered to comment on it to me. Most of my book-store friends, in fast, all but one, ignored the ed in Publishers' Teeklge One sent 1,e a copy. 

They know of my ch:1.1.enge to sit me down with e ntoppine devise to stop the record st cech lie. They.have not accepted it. For the moment et least I have no interest in them, though I would like to know what they are up to and where they are aired for the possibility of request;ng equal time. Ultimately this kind of finkery is soli'-defeating. I have no imodiate way of measuring its influence on -ales, but there has been lit - le Tersonal comeent. 

orlx3ne book is 	the hi lea of my agents he on,1 abroad, save for part of en Andrews chapter that waits . receipt of th text of the indictment all eleven feet of whioh were mailed saes two weeks ago and the finalizing of the conclus- ions, already drafted. 1 sra bee2e on Manchester 	 end have Just roe hed out a chapter on his apoendixenoneppendix and "sources", which are ridiculous. I spent a fair amount of the space citing the pub/il and published sources of his "unpub-lished sources". if it in - nothing birt his ego thet mekoo him that ee2, this men is inoane. He actuary seeme to believe his own febriations, to regard himself as the only giver of the true word. 14 English agent sent me clinnings of the British remviews. -'eve: for the stodgy Times, ',hien paid a fortune for the serialization and is not about to concede it eel fleeced, none if really favoreble and most are devastating. They speak ill if hie ond, the honk. 

I presume Bill is making a good recovery. My bast all around. I've heard nothing from Turner. 


